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Abstract 
Volunteer grid computing is a distributed environment for making possible execution of computationally extensive computer jobs 
and research experiments such as cancer treatment research. The completion of submitted jobs to volunteer grid within the 
deadline as well as satisfying all the job requirements is a research challenge. However, these computer jobs can only be 
efficiently executed if the jobs are scheduled properly to the resources of volunteer grid. In this paper, job scheduling heuristic is 
proposed to complete the jobs with less waiting time and within the deadline. The proposed heuristic is an extension of previous 
work, which provides improved scheduling performance. The proposed heuristic also provides an investigation of bin-packing 
problem adoptability for volunteer grid environment. The simulation results show the comparison of proposed job scheduling 
heuristic with other baseline scheduling algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 
The life of a common man is facilitated by many assisted technologies available like smart phones, tablets, 
laptops etc., to help do routine tasks more efficiently and conveniently. Distributed networks like grid and cloud etc., 
help assisted technologies to provide high performance and efficiency. The grid computing brings together the work 
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done in cluster, peer-to-peer and internet computing areas. Grid computing provides a virtual organization of 
distributed computing resources which are geographically dispersed and heterogeneous. The volunteer grid, a 
further classification of grid computing, which makes use of idle resources that are volunteered to execute highly 
intensive computing tasks on these resources. 
These volunteered resources are not only dispersed and heterogeneous but also difficult to predictable. There is 
no guarantee that for how long a resource will be staying in a volunteer grid environment or it may malfunction any 
time. This unpredictable nature of resources can affect the jobs currently in execution. Therefore, efficient resource 
utilization and management is a research issue in volunteer grid paradigm. One way to support the resource 
management is by scheduling the submitted jobs in such a manner that maximum resources can be utilized and jobs 
are completed within the specified deadline. This suggests the need to consider the job requirements and resource 
utilization at the same time; however these two are often contradictory to each other. If a job is to be completed 
early or within deadline, it is possible to allocate multiple resources for completing the job. This scenario may result 
in timely job completion but shall fail to serve the objective of maximum utilization of volunteered resources. If the 
job is assigned to a single fully utilized resource, there is a possibility of delayed job completion or the failure of 
resource. Job and resource requirements or criterion are usually referred to as job and resource constraints. 
There are many scheduling algorithms, been practiced in volunteer grid environment e.g., First Come First Serve 
(FCFS), Longest Job First (LJF), Shortest Process Next (SPN), Round Robin1-3 etc. These scheduling algorithms 
consider only the job constraints and don’t consider the resource constraints. For example, FCFS only considers the 
job constraints while scheduling the jobs, which sometimes shall block a resource if a large job is assigned to the 
resource. In fact, this can be improved by taking the resource constraints into account before scheduling the jobs.  
If a job is submitted to a distributed heterogeneous system like volunteer grid, the job will request for a matching 
resource by providing multiple resource requirements required to complete submitted job within the deadline, while 
using those matching resources efficiently. Thus, resources requested are selected based on multiple resource 
constraints can improve resource utilization and job completion more efficiently. This gives a research motivation to 
implement multi-constraint resource scheduling in volunteer grid where resources are mostly heterogeneous and 
unpredictable. The research motivation in terms of block diagram is presented in Fig. 1. 
 
This paper presents a variant of formerly proposed in4 on multi-constraint job scheduling heuristic for volunteer 
grid environment; by considering the job and resource constraints. The proposed scheduling heuristic makes use of 
bin-packing mechanism. The proposed heuristic also provides an adoptability study for bin-packing problem in 
volunteer grid environment.  
The outline of this paper is as follows. The overview of related literature is presented in section 2, follows by the 
discussion on bin-packing problem in section 3. The proposed heuristic and variant are discussed in section 4 and an 
example is given to explain more detail in section 5. Section 6 discusses the experimental setup for simulations of 
proposed heuristic and it variant. The simulation results and comparisons are presented in section 7 and scope of work 
is concluded in section 8. 
2. Related Work 
The relevant literature review related to single and multi-constraint scheduling along with the bin-packing 
policies will be summarised in this section. Extensive research in past has been carried out on job scheduling in grid 
computing. Although, the conventional focus was on the single resource constraint scheduling.  
A multi-constraint pre-emptive scheduling algorithm for parallel jobs is presented in5, which is capable of 
optimizing multiple metrics like turnaround time and slowdown time. The presented algorithm was based on 
Fig. 1. Block Diagram 
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theoretical analysis of job trigger conditions. The work presented in6 used the concept of branch  and bound a shared 
memory . The jobs that can fit in the available memory/CPU cycles are selected and later will allocate jobs to those 
CPUs. The proposed algorithm considers the load of the system as well as load balancing. The primary goal of6 was 
to use minimum resources in order to complete the submitted jobs. From the simulation results, the authors were 
convinced that performance will be improved if more number of resources is used to process the submitted jobs. In7, 
deterministic and probabilistic grid resource selection heuristics are proposed with the claim to moderate the 
turnaround time of jobs.  
Advance scheduling and rescheduling is two of the prime approaches to reduce the job waiting time and to 
increase performance of scheduling policy. A scheduling technique based on advance scheduling technique is 
proposed in8 which makes use of network information to reserve the resources. The presented scheduling technique 
reserves the idle resource cycles using red-black trees which considers network as first level of resource. A brief 
discussion on scheduling heuristics and models can be found in literature9. 
Bin-packing problem and policies has been incorporated in job scheduling in various researches. An algorithm 
Multi-Capacity Bin-Packing (MCBP) proposed by10 is used in11 to schedule jobs for single homogeneous cluster. 
The scheduling policy reported in11, share the resource load among virtual machines and find heuristics to optimize 
the scheduling metrics. First Fit Decreasing (FFD), is an extension of FF, that claimed better execution times if 
incorporated in job scheduling12. FFD is a bin-centric method; which pack the items that maximize the product of 
remaining all capacities. 
3. Bin-Packing Problem 
The concept of bin-packing problem should be revised in job scheduling perspective before going into the details 
of the proposed heuristics. The bin-packing problem is stated as to pack maximum number of items using less 
number of bins whereas the maximum limit of each bin should not exceed13, 14. Suppose there is ‘ n ’ bins, ‘ nB ’ 
representing ‘ n ’ number of available resources ‘ R ’ in volunteer grid. Each of the bin is also having a volume ‘V ’ 
associated to it that is allowed to be filled 
},...,,{ 21 nBBBB   
  (1a) 
},...,,{ 21 nRRRR   
  (1b) 
},...,,{ 21 nVVVV   
  (1c) 
where ‘V ’ represents the volume of each bin available and from job scheduling perspective it represents the 
CPU cycles available at each resource. The ‘ n ’ jobs submitted to volunteer grid are represented by ‘ J ’ 
},...,,{ 21 nJJJJ   
  (2) 
A job ‘ i
J
’can only be packed to bin ‘ i
B
’, if and only if, the volume ‘ i
V
’ is greater than or equal to the sum of ‘
iJ ’ and already packed jobs in ‘ iB ’. 
iii VJB d  
  (3) 
In the interpretation of job scheduling, the job ‘ i
J
’ can only be submitted to resource ‘ i
R
’, if and only if, it can 
complete the job ‘ i
J
’ and already submitted jobs to ‘ i
R
’. The total of all the jobs submitted to resource ‘ i
R
’ must 
be equal or less than the total CPU time available ‘ i
V
’at that resource. 
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iii VJR d  
  (4) 
There are a few practiced algorithms15, 16 like Next Fit (NF), First Fit (FF) and Best Fit (BF) to solve the bin-
packing problem and had been incorporated in to job scheduling. In NF, a job will be submitted to current resource 
available if job fits and if the resource is not available, NF will try to submit the job to next resource. In FF, all the 
jobs are arranged in increasing order of required CPU time and assign each job to the resource where job fits first. 
Whereas in BF, will select the best of all the available resources where a submitted job fits best. 
4. Proposed Heuristic 
This section will briefly summarize the job scheduling heuristic proposed in4 and its proposed variant to study the 
adoptability of bin-packing problem in volunteer grid environment. The already proposed heuristic is named as 
ALPHA and its proposed variant is named as BETA in the rest of this paper. The BETA version is an extension to 
the previously proposed job scheduling heuristic. It is supposed for ALPHA and BETA that all jobs must arrive 
before starting the job assignment to the matching resource.  
In ALPHA, the goal was set to minimize the number of cycles for job assignment to the matching resources. 
Whereas, in BETA version, the objective is not only to minimize the number of cycles but also to maximize the 
number of resources used. This is to satisfy job and resource constraints. The following description holds true for 
both the job scheduling heuristics.  
The resources can have different volume or available CPU time. All the resources in set ‘ R ’ will firstly be 
arranged in decreasing order of their available CPU time ‘V ’. 
},...,,{ 21 nRRRR     (1b) 
},...,,{ 21 nVVVV     (1c) 
The set of resources ‘ R ’ arranged in decreasing order of ‘V ’ will be nVVVV !!!! ...321 such that  
nRRRR !!!! ...321  
The jobs submitted to volunteer grid are represented by ‘ J ’ 
},...,,{ 21 nJJJJ     (2) 
The jobs are then arranged in increasing order of required CPU time and arrival time is
nJJJJ  ...321 . A job ‘ iJ ’will only be assigned to a resource ‘ iR ’ if and only if  ‘ iR ’ can allocate the 
required CPU time and the total jobs submitted to  ‘ i
R
’ must be equal to or less than the total available CPU time at 
‘ i
R
’ i.e., ‘ i
V
’ 
iii VJR d    (4) 
In a case that there are more than one resources satisfying Eq. (4), then the job will be assigned to resource with 
less remaining available CPU time ‘ i
V
’, where ‘ i
V
’ is 
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iii JVV  '    (5) 
The i
V
 and ‘ i
J
’ must be dimensionally consistent. This will further help to minimize the number of cycles for 
resource selection for next jobs waiting for resource assignment. 
4.1. ALPHA version 
In the proposed ALPHA job scheduling heuristic4, the jobs are assigned to a resource with available CPU time, 
which suggests to keep assigning jobs to the single resource resulting in starvation of other resources available and 
delay in job execution. Lets’ suppose i
J
 can be assigned to i
R
 or
'
iR , where iR  and 
'
iR  both have same number 
of available CPU time that can be assigned for i
J
 execution. i
R
 already has one job assigned where 
'
iR  is still 
starving for the job assignment. In this scenario if i
J
 is assigned to i
R
, i
J
 needs to wait for previously assigned 
job in i
R
 to finish first, whereas if i
J
 is assigned to
'
iR , iJ  can be executed soon after its resource allocation. 
4.2. BETA version 
In this proposed version, the jobs are grouped in batches such that ԢͳԢ and ԢʹԢ after jobs are arranged 
in increasing order of required CPU time. In ‘Batch 1’, the half set of jobs ԢԢ will be grouped, and remaining jobs of 
job set ‘ J ’will be grouped in ‘Batch 2’. The jobs grouped in ‘Batch 1’ will be entertained first followed by ‘Batch 
2’ jobs for scheduling on matching resources with available CPU time by satisfying Eq. (4). It is to make sure that 
before any resource is allocated to more than one job; there is no resource in set ԢԢ waiting or starving for job 
assignment. If there is no resource left that has not a single job assigned only then a resource will be allocated to 
multiple jobs. After all the jobs from ԢͳԢ are assigned, ‘Batch 2’ jobs will be assigned to matching available 
resources, satisfying Eq. (4 & 5). 
If there is a resource with multiple jobs assigned, there is a need to organize the jobs within a resource. The 
multiple jobs assigned to resource i
R
 will be arranged in increasing order of their required CPU time to process the 
smallest job first while keeping note of job starting time. Following is an example to illustrate this situation: 
1. Lets’ suppose 321
,, JJJ
 and 4J are assigned to iR where 2431 JJJJ !!!  according to required CPU 
time and  2143
JJJJ !!!
 according to starting time of each job.  
2. Then ଷ will be processed first by i
R
 even though the required CPU time of 1J  is smaller than 3J .  
3. The sequence of execution for jobs will be 143
,, JJJ
 and 2J  considering the required CPU time along 
with the starting time of each job by i
R
. 
 
The BETA heuristic proposed is aiming to use maximum number of resources which is contradictory to the 
primary objective of bin-packing problem. In bin-packing the objective is to use minimum number of bins. The bins 
are used to represent the resources. This suggests that bin-packing cannot be fully adopted in its true nature for 
volunteer grid environment under the proposed job scheduling heuristics. The bin-packing can be adopted for other 
distributed computing environments like cloud, peer-to-peer etc., where the maximum resource utilization is not a 
primary concern. 
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5. Example  
 
The proposed heuristics can be explained using an example. Suppose there are five (05) resources in set ‘ R ’, 
i.e., },...,,{ 521 RRRR  . The ten (10) jobs submitted to volunteer grid are },...,,{ 1021 JJJJ  . Fig. 2 (a) and (b) 
present the graphical representation of ALPHA and BETA. 
 
Arrange resources in decreasing order of available CPU time such that 23154 RRRRR !!!! . The jobs 
arranged in increasing order of their required CPU time as presented in Fig. 3. 
If ALPHA version is used for job scheduling, the following scheme is possible (Fig. 4).  
  
Fig. 2 (a). Available Volunteered Resources with Respective Available CPU Time.
Fig. 3. Arranged Jobs According to Required CPU Time. 
Fig. 2 (b). Jobs Submitted with the Required CPU Time. 
Fig. 4. ALPHA Version Job Scheduling. 
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If BETA version is used for job scheduling, the jobs will be grouped in two batches, i.e., ‘Batch 1’ and ‘Batch 2’ 
(Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). 
The scheduling scheme presented in Fig. 7 is possible using BETA version. 
 
Fig. 7. BETA Version Job Scheduling. 
6. Experimental Setup 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed job scheduling heuristics, an experimental setup has been set. 
The volunteer grid facility available at High Performance Computing Centre (HPCC) at Universiti Teknologi 
PETRONAS, Malaysia has been used. HPCC has volunteered resources of varying characteristics and availability 
time. The experiments have been limited to the use of ten (10) volunteered resources for performance evaluation in a 
real volunteer grid environment. The job submission has been performed using the hpc.local, as default execution 
site. The experimental setup with more details has been briefed in Table 1.  
  
Fig. 5. Batch 1 Jobs 
Fig. 6. Batch 2 Jobs. 
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Table 1. Experimental Setup Details 
Name Type Location Configuration 
Saddaf Terminal Lab workstation Intel Core 2 Duo 
CPU 2.0GHZ 
8 GB Memory 
hpc.local Execution site HPC facilty CPUs: 4x2.3 GHZ 
Memory: 7.75GB 
483.427GB 
 
Jobs dataset has been used to evaluate and compare the performance of proposed heuristic with the baseline job 
scheduling algorithms. The job dataset of 500 jobs is synthesized using Monte Carlo method, comprising the CPU 
time required, start time and deadline of job whereas arrival time of all jobs is supposed be the same such that all 
jobs are arriving at same time. To study the simulation of proposed heuristic in volunteer grid environment, job 
scheduling performance metrics defined in Table 2 are calculated. 
Table 2. Job Scheduling Performance Metric 
Performance Metric Definition 
Average Waiting Time Average waiting time of a job before its execution 
Average Turnaround Time Average time of a job submission and completion 
time 
Average Slowdown Time Average ratio of response time to run time of a job 
Job Failure Rate Amount of jobs not completed within deadline 
7. Results and Discussion 
The proposed job scheduling heuristic ‘BETA’ has been simulated in volunteer grid environment to evaluate the 
performance by comparing with ALPHA4 and other baseline job scheduling algorithms in practice including First 
Come First Serve (FCFS) Shortest Process Next (SPN), Longest Job First (LJF) and Round Robin (RR)1-3. The 
results will compare the performance of both the versions as below. 
Both the job scheduling heuristic versions (ALPHA and BETA) perform better than the baseline scheduling 
algorithms in all the performance metrics selected. The average waiting time of baseline scheduling algorithms and 
the proposed heuristic versions ALHPA and BETA is presented in Fig. 8. The average waiting time of ALPHA, 
BETA and SPN is very close whereas it is comparable to the other three baseline algorithms.  
 
Fig. 8. Average Waiting Time. 
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Fig. 9 presents the average turnaround time of ALPHA and BETA heuristic. It has been observed that average 
turnaround time of ALPHA and BETA is less than the other baseline algorithms in comparison. It can be an effect 
of less waiting time for stating a job execution. Using BETA, the jobs are arranged within a resource and the jobs 
are assigned to the resource with least CPU time available which minimized the resource selection time. 
 
Fig. 9. Average Turnaround Time. 
The response to job is quick using proposed heuristic which minimized the delay in starting job execution. This 
further minimized the average slowdown time of proposed heuristic versions because the job are getting response 
faster and average waiting time is reduced (Fig. 10). The slowdown time of RR is comparable to proposed heuristic 
versions (ALPHA and BETA) as the waiting time and turnaround time of RR is also small. The longer jobs are 
executed using LJF which results in increased average slowdown time.  
In the job dataset, deadline of job is also included to check whether jobs are completing within the deadline 
specified and not lagging. The comparison of proposed heuristic versions (ALPHA and BETA) and baseline 
scheduling algorithms verified that the proposed heuristic completes maximum number of jobs within the deadline 
(Fig. 11). The less number of jobs are delayed using proposed heuristic ‘BETA’ and ALPHA whereas the more jobs 
are delayed is scheduling jobs using LJF. The delaying jobs or not completing jobs within the deadline can occur 
because of the difficult to predict resources in volunteer grid environment and not having enough free resources to 
complete the jobs within deadline specified. 
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Fig. 10. Average Slowdown Time. 
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8. Conclusion and Future Work 
The scheduling algorithms and policies being practiced are mostly single constraint or criteria based. If multi-
constraint or multiple criterions are considered while choosing a resource to assign a job, this can improve the job 
scheduling performance. This paper proposed multi-constraint job scheduling heuristic as a variant of the formerly 
proposed heuristic ‘ALPHA’ and named as ‘BETA’. This paper also presented an adoptability study of bin-packing 
problem in volunteer grid computing environment. The scheduling of submitted jobs on unpredictable and 
heterogeneous volunteered resources is itself a challenging task.  
The resource utilization can be optimized by incorporating multi-constraint job scheduling. The two variants of 
job scheduling heuristic make use of bin-packing mechanism with an attempt to make use of maximum resources 
whereas minimizing the job waiting time, in volunteer grid environment. The reduced waiting time is also 
emphasized by reordering of jobs within a volunteer resource.  
The simulation using synthetic job dataset scheduled on volunteer resources has been carried out. The results 
verified that multi-constraint scheduling can improve the scheduling performance metrics. The job scheduling 
performance has been improved using either of ALPHA or BETA versions of heuristic. If the jobs are scheduled 
using ALPHA version the average waiting is more in comparison with the BETA version. However, if the jobs are 
scheduled using BETA version it improves the average turnaround time although it is using more bins/resources 
which kills the objective of bin-packing. The BETA version uses maximum number of resources which satisfies the 
volunteer grid objective. It has been observed that there is a contradiction between the objective of volunteer grid 
and bin-packing problem if incorporated together for job scheduling as such in BETA version. The observation 
suggests that bin-packing problem is not adoptable for volunteer grid environment, but it may be adoptable for the 
other distributed environments like cloud, peer-to-peer etc. where the maximum resource utilization is not a primary 
objective. In future, the real workload job dataset will be used to simulate the performance of proposed scheduling 
heuristics in real volunteer grid environment. 
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